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P11 Sustainable Deer Management
Project Overview:
Deer range is one of the primary land uses in Coigach and Assynt and deer management impacts on
the local economy (by generating income), the community (by employing stalkers and support
workers) and the environment (by the impact of deer on habitats). Our vision is to support deer
managers in the area to implement and deliver on the actions identified within the deer management
plans currently under production, thereby delivering benefits for the common wild deer herd,
contributing to the socio-economic wellbeing of people working in the local deer sector and improving
open and woodland habitats. We focused on gathering basic data to inform deer management plans,
training for land managers and investigating opportunities for deer product businesses. This latter
point was addressed by a feasibility study which explores the potential for more local collaboration
around venison processing and marketing, and retaining more of the value of this important resource
within the local area.
Project lead organisation and other organisations involved: Scottish Wildlife Trust, With: John Muir
Trust, The Assynt Foundation and Nature Scot
Project Location: Coigach & Assynt
Project dates: Mar 2017 – Sep 2021

Project Outputs
Measure
Non-CALLP Partner Estates
involved in the project
Area wide habitat impact
assessment monitoring
system in place

Area wide foot counts
undertaken

Target Delivered
5

5

1

1

4

✓

1

1

Area wide helicopter count
undertaken

Notes
Assynt Crofters Trust, Keanchulish Estate,
Oldany, Inverpolly & Merkland
HIA completed by North Assynt (ACT),
Quinag (JMT), Little Assynt (CCWT) and
Ardvar, Assynt Foundation
(Glencanisp/Drumrunie), Ben Mor Coigach
(SWT), Inverpolly and Oldany providing area
wide data.
Also included GIS training and for 2
secretaries of the WSDMG who gather and
display data from all the CALL area estates.
NLHF accepted change to Woodland Habitat
Impact Assessment monitoring –3 CALL and
1 Non CALL estate attended training. 2 CALL
estate implemented this monitoring
Deer larder and renovated old deer larder
opened on 19 Sept 2021. Plan and
maintenance agreement confirmed.
2/12/20 NLHF accepted alteration
"Refurbishment of deer larder - 1 upgraded
deer larder. 1 management & maintenance
plan. 1 maintained corrugated iron building"
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Measure
Target Delivered
Notes
Deer Stalking Certificate (DSC)
10 participants awarded DSC1 in 2017;
training courses delivered in
8 participants awarded DSC1 in 2021.
project area
15
18
Exceeded target. Also 4 participants took
accredited ATV training. 5 people attended
venison butchery workshop.
Visits to working models in
Jan 2021 Assynt Foundation, Culag
Scotland
Community Woodland Trust and John Muir
Trust visit deer larder Lairg.
2
1
2/12/20 NLHF accepted alteration "2 visits
to working deer larders in Scotland"
Only 1 achieved due to covid restrictions
Subsidies places offered on
Students: JV, MH, BA
UHI Sustainable Deer
10
3
2/12/20 NLHF accepted "Likely only 3", but
Management module
no formal change
Feasibility study for venison
Venison survey report on local use and
processing and marketing
1
1
supply of venison
produced

Scheme Outputs
How has the project contributed to the CALLP Scheme Outcomes:

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

1. The key features of the Coigach and Assynt Landscape will better understood
and restored with a fit for purpose system in place to ensure the benefits are
sustained.
2. Where appropriate the connectivity and diversity of selected habitats will be
mapped. Scheme area mapping of Habitat Impact Assessment (HIA)
3. Increased awareness and understanding amongst all individuals and groups of
what makes Coigach and Assynt special and the threats to the unique heritage.
GIS training to allow presentation of HIA data to wider Deer Management
Group
4. Important elements of the built, cultural and natural heritage will be recorded,
improved, made publicly accessible and celebrated by the local community.
Old deer larder refurbished.
5. People will have gained new skills in researching, restoring and understanding
their heritage. DSC1 training, ATV, HIA and Woodland Monitoring
6. Collected data, information and interpretation will be more accessible in the
public domain including posting on appropriate websites. GIS training to allow
DMG to map HIA data
7. Local groups and individuals understand, enjoy, value and take action in the
Coigach and Assynt area in ways they did not at the outset.
8. Increased access infrastructure at key strategic locations enabling people to
enjoy the natural and cultural heritage of the area. New deer larder installed
and open to community.
9. Increased opportunities for informal recreation that promotes health and wellbeing benefits.
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Reflecting on the last 5 years, what’s the one thing that you’re most
proud of that has come from your project being part of CALLP?
New Deer Larder for Coigach & Assynt
The flexibility of the project which has enabled adaptation to the developing needs of the local deer
management planning process that was underway at the start of the project. There have been several
alterations to project activities, for example the foot count and helicopter count were taken out. These
have been replaced with other activities that the various estates involved in the deer management
groups needed to undertake to advance the areas of the deer management plans that needed
attention. Such as habitat impact assessment data presentation, training for woodland impact
assessment monitoring, assistance with setting up data plots for monitoring the impacts on dwarf
shrub heath and blanket bog, more training places for the DSC level 1 qualifications and the
establishment of a community larder facility (opened 19/9/21).

What difference has this project made to the built, cultural and natural
heritage of Coigach and Assynt?
Built heritage – this is an unexpected outcome for the project as the refurbishment of the old larder
was a change to the original outputs. The original corrugated iron building is a typical example of a
Scottish rural vernacular corrugated iron building. There are and were several corrugated iron
buildings in the vicinity of Glen Canisp Lodge where the larder is sited, with records showing that they
were installed from the late 19th Century onwards. It is believed that the old larder is of a date circa
1910. Refurbishing the old larder means that there will be a good example of this type of building
maintained where many have been overlooked and fallen into disrepair.
Natural Heritage – CALL estates lie within the West Sutherland Deer Management Group (WSDMG).
By increasing the number of trained stalkers through Deer Stalking Certificate Level 1, increasing the
number of people who are trained in Habitat Impact Assessment and assisting with the installation of
new larder facility, deer management across the CALL area and on other participating estates within
the WSDMG will be greatly assisted. This management benefits the natural heritage of the area both
in terms of the quality of the habitat and in turn, the health of the deer herd.

What difference has this project made to People?
Direct benefits to people have been in the form of training both accredited and informal which
increases their understanding and ability to assist directly and indirectly with deer management in the
local area. Both types of training increase the skills and qualifications of people and therefore the
employability of the local population which in turn assists with retaining the population in the area.
Accredited training: DSC Level 1, Sustainable Deer Management (MSc module), ATV driver training,
Informal training: Habitat (Woodland and Heath) Impact Assessment monitoring, GIS data input
training.
“DSC1, ATV and UHI Sustainable Deer Management Unit has better equipped me to engage with
deer stalking and better understanding of deer management” Course Participant
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“The training (Woodland Impact Monitoring) went above and beyond my expectations, it was very
informative. We had really interesting discussions from a wide range of people about everything to
do with land management. I will be using what I learnt to improve the monitoring I do on the
ground” Course participant

Useful Links
West Sutherland Deer Management Group
Sustainable Deer Management - Coigach & Assynt Living Landscape (coigach-assynt.org)

Future Plans and Legacy
John Muir Trust will continue to work with Assynt Foundation to look after the new and old larders.
They have in place a management and maintenance plan to run the larder for use by the local
community. They will use the facilities to continue to help with land management in the area and also
to pass on information to locals and visitors as part of an information point. The old refurbished larder
will also house the artwork from the final artist from the Artist in Residence Project.
Those that have undertaken HIA training and have set up plots on site will continue to monitor these
and feed data into the West Sutherland Deer Management Group to assist with on-going deer
management planning.
The venison study will be used to inform the future potential of any small scale local venison process
in association with users of the community larder.

Lessons Learned
What are the three positive lessons gained from the scheme:
1. A flexible approach to project activities
2. Local accredited training is a good way to engage community
3. When statutory requirements (NatureScot DMG Benchmarking) and project training
coincide the project has greater impact
What are the three negative lessons gained from the scheme:
1. Impact of Covid restrictions
2. Planned activities changed due to changing needs (e.g. Helicopter survey)
3. Slow take up of some activities in early years

Funding Partners
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Photographic Evidence

GPS training day 1 © Fiona Saywell/Scottish Wildlife Trust

HIA training day © Fiona Saywell/Scottish Wildlife Trust

Old deer larder Glencanisp before and after refurbishment © Fiona
Saywell/Scottish Wildlife Trust

Opening of new Glencanisp deer larder 19/9/21 © C Puddephatt
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Annex 1:Training Log
CALLP Sustainable Deer Management Project training courses
Estates & organisations
Numbers
Course
Dates
represented by course
attending
participants
DSC 1
11
05/05/2017 ACT, JMT, CCWT, BSG, AF, IE
4
20/03/2018 CALLP, WTS, CCWT
ATV training
5
06/12/2018 AF, CCWT, LKE
GPS training for HIA
6
07/12/2018 AF, ACT, EB, AFC
GPS training for HIA
1
18/02/2019 CCWT
HIA (DSH & BB)
HIA (DSH & BB)
7
25/02/2019 SWT (BMC), CCWT, ACT, AF
1
04/03/2019 ACT/CCWT
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
1
05/03/2019 ACT/AF
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
4
06/03/2019 SWT (BMC)
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
3
07/03/2019 CCWT
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
1
11/03/2019 JMT (Q)
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
1
12/03/2019 ACT
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
1
13/03/2019 EB
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
2
21/05/2019 WSDMG
GIS training (3 days)
1
14/03/2019 LKE
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
6
15/01/2020 JMT, CCWT
Venison butchery workshop
3
10/12/2020 JMT (Q), CALLP, AF
Lairg larder visit
3
07/06/2021 IE, OE, WTS
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
2
08/06/2021 ME
HIA (DSH & BB) - field day
5
09/06/2021 WTS, NS, AF, JMT
HIA (Woodland) - field day
3
10/06/2021 IE, OE, SWT (BMC)
HIA (Woodland) - field day
2
11/06/2021 SWT (BMC)
HIA (Woodland) - field day
DSC 1
7
28/06/2021 SWT (BMC) + independents
online, various AF, CALLP, SWT (BMC)
UHI SDM module
3
dates
Total

83

Course Abbreviations

Abbreviations for estates & organisations

GPS = Global Positioning System

ACT Assynt Crofters Trust

HIA = Habitat Impact Assessment

AF Assynt Foundation

ATV = All Terrain Vehicle

CALLP Coigach & Assynt Living Landscape Partnership

DSC = Deer Stalking Certificate

CCWT Culag Community Woodland Trust

GIS = Geographical Information System

EB Eisg Brachaidh Estate

DSH = Dwarf Shrub Heath

IE Inverpolly Estate

BB = Blanket Bog

JMT (Q) John Muir Trust (Quinag)
LKE Ledmore & Keanchulish Estate
ME Merkland Estate
NS NatureScot
OE Oldany Estate
SWT (BMC) Scottish Wildlife Trust (Ben Mor Coigach)
WSDMG West Sutherland Deer Management Group
WTS The Woodland Trust Scotland

Location of
training
AF
AF
AF
CCWT

CCWT
AF
SWT (BMC)
CCWT
JMT (Q)
ACT
EB
LKE

EB
ME
AF
SWT (BMC)
SWT (BMC)
AF
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Annex 2: Deer Larder Visit

FACTFINDING FOR A NEW DEER LARDER FOR
GLENCANISP
6th January 2021, by Fiona Saywell

The CALLP team at Lairg deer larder. © Scottish Wildlife Trust/Fiona Saywell
As part of the CALLP Sustainable Deer Management Project, Claire Belshaw (Chair,
Assynt Foundation), Romany Garnett (Quinag Conservation Officer, John Muir Trust)
and Fiona Saywell (Education Manager, CALLP) are involved in the planning for a new
deer larder to be installed at Glencanisp. As part of the process they visited the Lairg
deer larder on a pre-Christmas visit. The visit to the Forestry and Land Scotland facility
provided useful insight into the running and management involved with this vital part
of the deer management process. Thank you to Derick Macaskill and Michelle Allsopp
for hosting us!
Deer management has great benefits for the welfare of the wild deer herd. It improves
the habitat, creating shelter and a good quality food source for the deer. As a byproduct a healthy, organic, sustainably sourced food in the form of venison is
produced.
The CALLP project is aiming to help more local deer managers to gain accredited training
by offering DSC Level 1 training locally, and also to improve the facilities for these trained
stalkers to process small quantities of venison. The visit to Lairg was extremely useful
and demonstrated the processes of best practice for larder management to the visitors
in an easily digestible way.
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Annex 3: Venison Survey Report

Venison Survey Report
Introduction
The meat from deer produced from the hillsides of Coigach and Assynt is free-range, low fat, and free
from pollution and chemicals. The stalking of deer is a regular activity that takes place on each estate.
Local deer management groups meet at least biannually to discuss annual culls and ideal densities of
deer per square kilometre. These culling targets vary according to the objectives of landowners and
their emphasis on habitat, tradition and economic drivers. In an area where the air is clean and water
unpolluted, the venison produced locally is hill bred and when out-of-rut season, is of a high-quality.
Through this survey we will try to see whether prices and availability reflect this.
Coigach and Assynt Living Landscape Partnership launched this survey as part of the Sustainable
Deer Management Project. The aims of the survey were to:
• gauge how many people in the CALL area utilise this high quality, local food
• understand the barriers to choosing, buying and cooking local venison
• determine whether the local demand for venison is being met
As part of the survey, recipes from those who do use this meat were collected with the aim of
compiling a local venison recipe booklet.
Through social media, Survey Monkey, telephoning, and Assynt News, 89 local people, approximately 7%
of the local population of Coigach and Assynt, responded to this survey. The survey closed on the 31st of
December. The winner of a prize draw was chosen from participants that took part and received a joint
of venison.

GDPR
The survey results will be shared with participants who are interested, the local Deer Management
Group (DMG) and CALLP. Any personal data supplied will be treated in line with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). In accordance with this, the responses to the questions were
treated confidentially and will remain anonymous. The results of this survey may lead to further
initiatives that promote venison and recipes.

The Questions
Through our series of questions we tried to ascertain what preferences and eating habits people have
and what the demand is for this type of meat.

Question 1: How often do people eat venison?
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20%
Once a week

46%

Once a fortnight

13%

Once a month
Very rarely or don't eat it.

21%

Figure 1: Response to the frequency people eat venison?"

Figure 1 shows that the largest group 46% eat venison very rarely or not at all. Because nearly half of
the respondents hardly eat venison, it makes it more important to find out the reasons why. The main
explanations given were that it was too expensive and there was a lack of availability. Typical
reasons given were: ‘It’s really hard to buy it! I absolutely love it and would buy it weekly if I could get
a supply!’ People said that they didn’t know where to get hold of it and included comments like: ‘We
do not have the opportunity to purchase local venison’ and ‘It’s very expensive, nowhere local to get it
here.’ The other reasons given were vegetarian/vegan or living with a partner who was. Two people
said they were fed a lot of venison as children and it has put them off eating it for the rest of their life
and one person felt was 'too gamey.’
Lack of availability is obviously not a problem for the other groups of people with 20% eating venison
weekly and 21% eating venison once a month. The disparity of availability will be explored further.

Question 2: What is your main consideration when choosing venison?
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 2: Response to considerations when choosing venison.
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The most common consideration when choosing meat was knowing its provenance and origin.
People trust and prefer local venison and really like to know where it has come from. Quality was
also an important factor and that it is healthy and low in fat.
Additional considerations raised were: ‘availability’ and that it was ‘ethical.’ One person said they
‘ate venison for conservation.’ A portion of respondents found the question not relevant to them as
they shoot their own deer. One person stated:
‘I'd normally not buy it as I can often get it through bartering or as free gift locally, BUT, if and when
I do buy it, I'd consider free-range-ness, provenance/origin, and then price. In pondering it ahead of
other meats, I'd also consider that it's generally more of healthy low fat and LOW-CARBON meat
(not fed on soy-based feed brought in from other continents, in particular) compared to some
alternatives.’
It is interesting that ethical, low-carbon meat is now a consideration and the shift in consumer
awareness towards environmental issues as opposed to price.

Question 3: Where do you get your venison?

3%

Local butchers

12%

4%

27%

Friends/family Get
it myself

14%

Supermarket Only
have it when eating
out

40%

Other

Figure 3: Response to source of venison.

The responses indicate that 54% of those that consume venison locally do not buy it. The majority
appear to be self-sufficient at bringing home their own meat through stalking or knowing the right
people who will do it for them. The second largest group is those that use local butchers with a
minority buying supermarket venison or only eating it when out for a meal. More details about
other sources (which was 14% of participants) include: wholesale suppliers, local estates and
three people who mentioned Lochinver Pie Shop. One person gets it as a gift.
It seems that the majority of venison consumed is not purchased. This explains the disparity of
availability in question one. While nearly half the participants have access to free venison the other
half struggle to get it locally. From conversations with the local butcher it becomes clear it is made
more available during the tourist season.

Question 4: How important is it that venison is produced and sold locally?
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Figure 4: Response to importance for local venison production and retail availability

The results of this question echo those in question 2 about preferences when purchasing. Increased
consumer awareness about provenance is now a major deciding factor. 85% of respondents support
the local venison industry.

Question 5: How confident are you about cooking venison?
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
No idea

Not very
confident

Quite confident Very confident

Would like to
know more
recipes

Figure 5: Response on confidence of respondents to cook venison

There is a strong majority with 54% of people who feel very confident about cooking venison with
24% responding that they are quite confident and 15% would like to know more recipes. Cooking
venison does not seem to be a barrier for most people when choosing which meat to buy.

Question 6: Do you have a favourite recipe that you would like to share?
When asked whether participants would like to share a favourite recipe 73% responded no and 23%
were willing. As part of this survey, a recipe booklet is being compiled with favourite recipes to make
more dishes available. These booklets will be available locally.
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Question 7: What cut of venison do you normally prefer?

Other

readymade venison meals

Whole haunch

Prepacked cuts,roasts, mince & sausages
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Figure 6: Response on preference of cut of venison.

40% of respondents are very confident handling a haunch of meat and cutting it up themselves. A
further 44% would rather have it prepared into cuts ready to eat. This is probably unique to areas
where deer are plentiful and stalking common. Three people commented that they use the whole
carcass to have access to all the cuts which they butcher themselves. A lot of people commented
on their preferred cut which we will come on to in the next question.

Question 8: Would you like to see more variety of local venison available for purchase?
An overwhelming majority or 87% of respondents would like to see more variety of local venison
available. Lack of availability is a major issue for those that do not have access to stalking or venison
from friends/neighbours. There is a demand for special initiatives locally when venison is made
available outside the main tourist season. This could be trialled once a month initially and if welladvertised could gather momentum. More details of the preferred cut of the product were given by
some of those who answered the second part of question 8 which asked: which type of cut or
product? More general comments received from this question listed below:
•

Personally, I'd not buy much anyway, but would be very in favour of it being available for
others to buy. whatever there's a market for

•

More sika & roe available

•

More variety

•

It is a shame it is sent away

•

All of it, I don’t know who to buy it from here.

•

If killed here, should be sold here

•

Haven’t had a bit since my mum stopped working at XXX

•

We’d use the whole carcass

•

We get a whole beast at a time so have access to all cuts

•

All of it, I don’t know who to buy it from here

•

Whole beast and butcher ourselves
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These comments are quite varied and give a useful indication of the issues for people when
buying local venison. Preferred cuts and products are listed below. There is a strong feeling that
local venison should be sold locally. It is clear that those who live in areas where deer are
frequently seen and where stalking is obviously taking place, the idea of buying venison from
elsewhere seems counter-intuitive.

Question 9: Which type of cut do you prefer?
Liv er
haunch

loin
rump

salam i
shoulder
meatba lls
saddle
burgers

and

sausag es
unprocess e
d
Fil l et

le gs

St eak
mince

stewing
steak
0
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Figure 8: Response to preference of type of cut of venison.

Figure 8 shows quite a variety of different preferences. Fillet and steak were the favourites although
this was qualified by “not if expensive.” Burgers and sausages were popular for families. Stewing
steak was preferred because of its versatility. Diced meat was the favourite for stir-fries and roasts.
The variety is quite wide-ranging, and people seem willing to try all different joints and parts and to
get creative with their meat. This variety is rarely available for purchase.

Question 10: Would you like to receive the result of this survey and more information and
events?
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Other (please specify)

Recipe cards or booklet
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Grill
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Figure 9: Response to receiving survey results and more information.

This chart shows there is an interest in public events such as learning about stalking and land
management issues. There is also a desire for cooking events involving venison. Other comments
include an open day for venison in tourist season.

Summary
Venison is considered one of the healthiest and most ethical and sustainable types of meat available.
Red deer are widespread locally. By choosing local wild venison above other types of meat we can all
help to reduce our carbon footprint by reducing food miles. Venison is surprisingly difficult to buy and
is often at prices that are not affordable. Availability is problematic out of tourist season. Through this
survey and the feedback received it is clear that there is a demand for affordable, local venison. A
focussed day for venison sales once a month or a similar initiative might perhaps be worth trialling. A
greater variety of cuts is also something that people would like to see more of.

Recommendations gathered from the results of this survey
•

Offer special venison days when it can be purchased by locals out of season
Action: report to be circulated to local butchers

•

Offer greater variety of cuts if possible. People seem to like having a choice that
is unprocessed. Fillets and steaks were the favourites but are rarely available for
purchase. Action: as above

•

Produce venison recipe booklet Action: CALLP Sustainable Deer Management
Project to work up a booklet or recipe cards

•

Encourage the use of local butchers rather than supermarket Action: report to
be circulated locally
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Organise events similar to the ‘hill to grill* Romany to lead on this through JMT
work.

* Hill to Grill: Is a program led by CALLP with the help of partners and involves Ullapool High School
pupils. The young people spend two days on the hill with professional deer stalkers to learn about
wild venison, including conservation and ecological aspects of deer management. A final day in the
school is spent developing a venison product, including creating a recipe, cooking it, developing
packaging and marketing, based on information learnt. This project also explores food miles,
sustainability, and animal welfare in the food industry.

Further notes outside survey remit
Key issues
•

Is there enough information about the benefits of choosing venison above other types of
meat?
Consumers’ choice has changed over the years as awareness grows. People now consider
low-carbon alternatives, ethical choices, food that has low food miles, is sustainable, and has
health benefits that are low in fat. However by making comparisons with intensively farmed
alternatives consumers would become even more aware of the benefits of venison.

•

Why do supermarkets sell venison that comes from New Zealand and Spain?
This is due partly because it is farmed to standards that provide consistent quality. Scottish
venison is also consistently high in quality but to compete on an international level perhaps
a more rigorous approach when selecting deer on the hill and dealing with it before it
reaches the processor is needed.

•

What is preventing venison from being more affordable to buy?
Given the amount of venison that comes from the hill annually it seems ridiculous that these
are even problems! There is a gap between the price of carcasses which game dealers are
paying (which currently stands at £1 per kilo) and the price of venison on the counter. During
the pandemic, prices have plummeted due to a lack of demand from hotels and restaurants.
The price that stalkers are getting for their carcasses does not currently cover the costs of
stalking (equipment, time, fuel, etc). This is causing a nationwide problem during the
pandemic as venison cannot be moved through the system bringing the industry almost to a
halt. A report on the impact of reduced prices of venison and subsequently reduced stalking
was documented by Tom Wall (Guardian Jan 20211)
To process more venison locally compliance with wild game regulations, hygiene
requirements, and a vet inspection is needed, which increases the running costs
considerably. As local production is highly unlikely to be able to take advantage of economies
of scale this immediately increases the price passed onto the consumer. Small scale (less
than 200 carcasses processed per annum) local venison processing initiatives would struggle
to break even and are therefore being prevented from setting up. This could be encouraged
if the government subsidised costs for setting up this kind of business.
There does seems to be a way of selling small quantities of processed meat locally without
the costly vet inspection. Apparently if an individual has trained hunter status, they can

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/10/wild-deer-set-to-wreak-havoc-in-ukwoodlands-as-venison-demand-plunges?
1
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charge for direct supply of small quantities of processed game. To enable the hunter to do
this they must be registered as a food business with their local authority and adhere to the
relevant requirements of Regulation (EC) 852/2004.2 If the hunter begins selling their wild
game meat to those who are not the final consumer or to local retail establishments who
then supply to the final consumer, or if they began processing wild game hunted by others
(i.e. not members of their hunting party), they would need to seek approval as an Approved
Game Handling Establishment (AGHE) from Food Standards Scotland. This is important from
a local perspective as it enables a meat to be processed and sold in small amounts at
reduced costs to those that an AGHE would need. This kind of operation might satisfy local
demand out of the main tourist season.

•

Can we fill any gaps in knowledge about cooking venison by providing attractive recipes?
There is already a good knowledge base when it comes to cooking venison. It is hoped this
will be further increased by awareness raising initiatives such as a collection of recipes from
this survey which will be made readily available for free in local outlets.

•

Is there any way of encouraging local shops to buy local venison at good prices
over imports?
This is a problem that is outwith this survey remit but increasing awareness of supermarket
origins will help consumers’ choices. Often venison is packaged and marketed cleverly using
‘Highland’ branding even though it may come from New Zealand. Consumers have to read
the small print to find out the true origin. Local butchers more reliably sell local venison, but
it may come from a different area of the Highlands. By highlighting the demand locally
perhaps shops within the area could be encouraged to sell locally produced meat. Other
possible ideas like the promotion of local food cooperatives or online schemes such as
https://deerbox.co.uk/ would be worth considering.

•

How can we increase the availability of local venison?
To increase the availability of venison and keep prices down, local initiatives would ideally
be set up to process the meat from the area for local consumption in the butchers. This
would provide economic benefit and employment locally. Carcasses have to be sent away
to the game dealer and the meat that comes back for sale is not necessarily originally from
this area. A local enterprise like this needs a certain amount of financial incentive and
expertise in meat processing. Financial margins are small with numbers of carcasses
available. As we are all learning at the present time, society has to look beyond what is
economically viable and look to improve the sustainability of supply chains by increasingly
utilising local food sources. If the prohibitive factor to creating a local sustainable food
supply is financial then introducing subsidies might prove beneficial. With the aim of net
zero by 2045 it is these kinds of initiatives that will combine to reach the target. The survey
responses highlighted that most people would prefer local venison that lived a free life, fed
without the need for additional feed stuffs and travelled less than the journey to the
supermarket rather than a piece of meat that lived its life thousands of miles away, fed
with animal feed that was grown even further away, then shipped around the world in
order to find its way onto your plate.

2 https://www.foodstandards.gov.scot/downloads/The_Wild_Game_Guide_1.pdf
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Annex 4:Sub group secretariat

WSDMG Sub Groups Secretariat funding
Year 1
1st October 2019 to 30th September 2020
Assynt Peninsula Sub-Group
CALLP contribution
60% of expenditure up to a
maximum of £900
WSDMG contribution
40% of expenditure up to a
maximum of £600
Sub totals per group
£1,500

South Sub-Group
60% of expenditure up
to a maximum of £900
40% of expenditure up
to a maximum of £600
£1,500

Totals
£1,800

South Sub-Group
40% of expenditure up
to a maximum of £600
60% of expenditure up
to a maximum of £900
£1,500

Totals
£1,200

£1,200
£3,000

Year 2
1st October 2020 to 30th September 2021
Assynt Peninsula Sub-Group
40% of expenditure up to a
CALLP contribution
maximum of £600
60% of expenditure up to a
WSDMG contribution
maximum of £900
Sub totals per group
£1,500

£1,800
£3,000
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Annex 5: Equipment List
Items purchased as part of the Sustainable Deer Management Project P11
Bag for contents, green canvas, with CALLP logo
GPS unit (Garmin eTrex 10)
Paperdry waterproof A4 landscape clipboard with pencil
Plot of 16 quadrats made from 4 and 5mm cord, with 4 pegs
Number cards for photographs
Waterproof camera (Panasonic FT30)
Rubber mallet for putting in posts
Tape measure
Computer screen
Laptop
Display boards - 10 modular panels 1800 x 3000mm & bag

Abbreviations for estates & organisations
ACT Assynt Crofters Trust
AF Assynt Foundation
CCWT Culag Community Woodland Trust
EB Eisg Brachaidh Estate
SWT (BMC) Scottish Wildlife Trust (Ben Mor Coigach)
WSDMG West Sutherland Deer Management Group

Number
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
1
1

Web Page
http://www.theassyntcrofters.
https://www.assyntfoundation.
https://culagwoods.org.uk/

https://wsutherlanddmg

Location of Items
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
ACT (x2), AF, CCWT, EB, SWT
WSDMG
WSDMG
AF (in old green larder)

